
MY INHERITANCE
The purpose of this activity is to showcase things you have inherited from your ancestors. Heirlooms, 
skills, talents, traditions, hobbies, stories, songs, dances, recipes, and so on are all examples of things 
you might inherit. Preserving these inheritances by sharing them with others or recording them in 
FamilySearch’s photos or stories is an important part of family history.

As stories and other items are gathered, participants will be able to feel the Spirit and the love they 
have for their family. As families share and preserve what they have inherited from their families in 
FamilySearch.org, these things become available to present and future generations.

TIME:   
30–45 minutes

MATERIALS NEEDED
• Paper

• Pens and pencils

• An object or attribute that you have inherited  
from your family

Optional Materials:
• Ask a few class members ahead of time to come pre-

pared with an heirloom, song, dance, recipe, or other 
fun thing that has been passed down from generation 
to generation in their family that they can present to 
the class.

• Paper for each class member to write down a story 
about something they have inherited

• Pen or pencil for each class member

• A camera, smartphone, or tablet that can take photos 
and record video

• A computer and screen that you can display Fam-
ilySearch.org on, if the bandwidth in your building 
permits (please see the Technical Guide for family 
discovery day organizers for tips on improving the 
Internet connectivity.)

PREPARE

□ 1. Review the activity instructions below.

□ 2. Gather all materials needed for the class.

□ 3.  Select an heirloom (or song, dance, recipe, or 
other fun thing that has been passed down from 
generation to generation) to showcase that is 
interesting and Church appropriate.

□ 4. Record the story about what you have inherited. 
You could write the story down or do an audio 
recording of yourself.

□ 5. Type your story in or upload your recording to 
FamilySearch.org.

□ Optional: Record a relative (such as a grandparent or 
parent) telling the story about the heirloom, song, 
dance, recipe, or other item you inherited.

□ Optional: Take a photograph of what you have 
inherited to demonstrate how to take photos.

□ Optional: Make a digital copy of the story and 
photograph to add to FamilySearch.org. Add the 
photo, story, and audio recording (as available) to 
FamilySearch.

□ Optional: Invite some class participants to come 
prepared to share something they have inherited.

ACTIVITYSOME



CONDUCT THE ACTIVITY 
We encourage you to modify this activity as needed and to use your own ideas and creativity as you 
accommodate to the needs and the interests of the people in your area.   

Step 1: Introduce the Activity 
Discuss with the class what heirlooms and family 
inheritances are and why they might be important for 
us to remember and pass on to future generations.

Step 2: Present Heirlooms, Songs, Dances, 
Recipes, or Other Things That Have  
Been Passed Down from Generation  
to Generation

Share what you have inherited with the class. Explain 
that only a few people understand the true meaning 
behind or importance of what you have inherited and 
that if you are not careful, the next generation of your 
family may not know why it is important.

Explain how class members can preserve and share 
their family inheritances by recording them (by creating 
audio or video recordings or by taking photos) 
and making them available to others. Explain and 
emphasize the importance of sharing the story behind 
the inheritance. Participants can use FamilySearch.org 
to preserve and share these stories.

Explain that it is okay if participants don’t know of 
anything that has been passed down to them from 
their ancestors. Let them know that they can be the 
first in their family to share something meaningful 

with their children (or grandchildren) that they may 
choose to pass down as well. This might be as 
simple as sharing a written version of your testimony 
or as elaborate as explaining the importance of and 
photographing a hand-stitched quilt.

Optional. Demonstrate how to take a photograph with 
a digital device or how to record someone telling the 
story behind an item they have inherited. Point out that 
if participants upload the photograph or recording to 
FamilySearch future generations will know more about 
what they inherited and will have an image of the item 
or a recording of the person’s voice.

Step 3: Preserve Your Inheritance
Have participants think of something they have 
inherited from their family that is significant to them. 
Have them write down the story about it.

Step 4: Discuss the Importance of Preserving  
Your Inheritances 

Ask one or two to share the story about the 
inheritances they wrote about.

Step 5: Invite 
Invite class members to add the story and a 
photograph of what they inherited to FamilySearch.org.

ADDITIONAL IDEAS FOR CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Below are some additional ideas for this activity. You do not have to use these additional ideas.   

Idea 1: If families are willing, have them teach the song, 
story, dance, tradition, or recipe to the group.

Idea 2: You might ask participants to focus on family 
traditions (for a holiday, birthday, reunion, or the like) 
that could be presented or shared during the activity.

Idea 3: Encourage the youth to share a recording 
of something that has been passed down from 
generation to generation on social media and use the 
hashtag #FamilyDiscoveryDay (or another relevant 
hashtag). Encourage them to tag friends and family 
that might find this information interesting or who 
would benefit from participating in family history.

Idea 4: Ask class participants ahead of time to bring 
an item to the class that represents something they 
have inherited from their family. Have display tables 
set up to showcase these items. If you have too many 
families to have separate tables for each, consider 
setting up a few tables for each category (books, 
furniture, quilts, stories, dances, recipes, and so forth).

Idea 5: Demonstrate how easy it is to add a story and 
photograph to FamilySearch.org.
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